DEPARTMENT OF PATHOLOGY, MEDICAL COLLEGE OF WISCONSIN
DIRECTOR OF CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH LAB

The Department is seeking an experienced, highly motivated and dynamic individual to develop and direct a core Clinical and Translational Research Laboratory. PhD candidates with at least 6 years post-doctoral experience and certified in Molecular Pathology or Genetics (or equivalent) are encouraged to consider this position. The candidate will be expected to foster translational tissue-based cancer research within the department and develop collaborations throughout the entire institution. An invaluable component of the research program will be the tissue bank that is currently under development. Candidates should have advanced training and experience in modern molecular pathology techniques especially PCR, RT-PCR, aCGH, LCM and FISH. Experience with immunohistochemistry and tissue microarrays is desirable. Candidates will be expected to demonstrate good interactive skills, management skills and the ability to mentor their peers. Ample financial support for this laboratory will be available from departmental and institutional funds. The department has strong anatomic and clinical pathology divisions with significant volumes and varieties of molecular diagnostic testing procedures in microbiology, chemistry and cytogenetics. There will be ample opportunities for collaborative, collegial interactions and the candidate will have the opportunity for a strong academic career.

The Department consists of 42 faculty members that serve four hospitals, including Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital, Children’s Hospital of Wisconsin, Community Memorial Hospital, and the Zablocki V.A. Medical Center. More than 55,000 surgicals are accessioned through the system yearly and the corresponding volume in the main clinical lab is over five million. The campus includes a new Cancer Center and cancer research is a high priority for the department and the institution as a whole.

Saul Suster, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pathology
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